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Rap artist WIZEFOOL was born in Harlem New York and has lived in the slums of the Bronx
and Harlem, Flushing Queens, rural upstate N.Y. to Yonkers New York; where in 1993 he
started rapping in street and school ciphers, developing a wicked and versatile writing and
rhyme style.

WIZEFOOL was influenced heavily by hip-hop, rap and rock greats as Nas, Rakim, Killah
Priest, Metallica, Megadeath, FAT JOE, the Doors, Eminem and Guns n roses.

WIZEFOOL has musically tuned his ear and writing ability to a second nature of ingenuous,
where he can write hit songs for virtually any genre of music.

WIZEFOOL’s music portrays heart stopping, morbid tales of reality. He’s a talented visionary,
spitting paranoid prolific rhymes from the asylum of authors. WIZEFOOL’s songs are littered
with street tales of the macabre and many more interesting topics.

WIZEFOOL’s chapters of madness include a song catalog of over 100-recorded songs.
WIZEFOOL will either flat line or cause the heart of the listener to skip a beat with his explosive
words of sane insanity. WIZEFOOL is definitely a voice that Hip Hop needs.

In the year 2000 WizeFool produced a project entitled "The Lost Ones" unfortunately it was a
brick layer In mid 2005 WizeFool released a controversial mix tape entitled "The Psychology of
the Crucified" which had New York City streets buzzing.

The mix tape had a mixture of R&B and hip hop featuring artist like "Cris-styles" and "Maloy"
The mix tape also had the Response to Jadakiss song in which WizeFool responds to Jada's
shot from the song "I’m from New York" in which the well known platinum rapper calls WizeFool
out "Wize is awoken/and you know they say that you deserved it when ever you die with your
eyes open"-Jadakiss.

Currently WizeFool is now recording a summertime LP and is in the process of shopping his
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music to different labels. To order "Psychology of the Crucified Mix Tape Vol 1" hit this email up
stopnwo2005@yahoo.com

To see more of WizeFool and to hear the track ‘Psychology of The Crucified’ please visit www.j
amwave.com

We will be doing an interview with WizeFool in the near future so make sure you watch for that.
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